
             
 
Dear Patient,  
 
As we come to the end of our second full year as The Willow Group, it is a good time to reflect on 
what we have achieved this year, update you on some important changes and look forward to 2020. 
 
Firstly, thank you for your continued support for our Practice.  We have enjoyed meeting you at our 
Open Days and appreciate your constructive feedback and letters of compliments.  Thank you for 
working in partnership with us to ensure that we offer the best possible care to you. 
 
2019 started on a very positive note with a successful CQC inspection in early February, resulting in 

The Willow Group being rated as “Good” in every CQC category; Safe, Effective, Caring, Responsive 

and Well-Led. The inspection found that we ‘had a culture which drove high quality sustainable care’ 

and praised our approach to seeking out and embedding new and more sustainable models of care 

in Gosport. 

  

As part of our continued commitment to enhance the care we provide, staff and patients attended a 

Quality Improvement workshop in March to co-produce better ways of working. Listening to our 

patients, using their feedback, and working with them to improve our service is vital for us. We are 

committed to being the best we can and get just as frustrated as our patients when things aren’t 

working or take longer to fix than we anticipate. 

  

This year we have been visited by senior leaders from across the health sector to learn more about 

how we are adapting to meet the challenges that we face. Local MP and Minister of State for Health 

Caroline Dinenage visited us in March to look at some of our services, and meet the team and 

patients.  Dr Edward Scully, responsible for Primary Care at the Department of Health and Social 

Care visited us in July, alongside Dr Nigel Watson, Chair of Wessex Local Medical Committee to 

discuss our innovative ways of working that we have developed due to our ongoing GP shortage in 

Gosport.    

We are proud to have welcomed new health care professionals to join our multi-disciplinary clinical 

team.  Two physiotherapists, Dan Metelko and Anna Gudgeon,  two Pharmacists, Zarmina Anwar 

and Chintan Mistry, Paramedic Lauren Bromley, Physician Associate Emily Axten, and Social 

Prescriber Julie Fisher. 

As has been recognised in the national media the NHS is facing unprecedented demands on its 

service and The Willow Group is no exception. We ask you to keep working with us, to help us to 

help you in very challenging times. 

Finally, we would like to take this opportunity to wish you a very merry Christmas and a happy and 

healthy 2020. 

Yours faithfully      

The Partners and Staff of The Willow Group 


